EDUCAUSE is the foremost community of higher education IT leaders and professionals. EDUCAUSE helps those who lead, manage, and use information technology to shape strategic decisions at every level, providing access to a large professional network, across the United States and around the world.

Membership in EDUCAUSE is at the institutional level, open to institutions of higher learning and associations, organizations, and corporations serving higher education. Individuals may create a profile, whether or not their institution is a member.
Your profile is a powerful way to present yourself to the professional community. Once you have a profile, you are included in the member directory.

Your profile automatically collates all of your EDUCAUSE activities in one place. Your presentations, publications, and current volunteer activities are highlighted on your profile page.

Your contact information, including social networks, are accessible to the degree you choose. Others can find you based on your self-described interests, roles, and general geographic location.
With a profile, you may register for conferences and other professional development opportunities. You may log in to the EDUCAUSE website to access resources and information not otherwise available. A profile is an important step in signaling active membership in a professional community.

Create a profile today, if you don’t have one. Or log in to update your profile now. Leverage the power of your EDUCAUSE profile!